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:-rR RICHARD'S STATEMENT TO THE &UROPEAJi PARLik~'"T, l7 J:T01fEY3Ei:: 

EMPLOYEE INFORMATION AND CONSULTATION PROCEDURES 

The Commission has now had an opportunity to consider in detail the 
recommendations of the Parliament contained in the amendmen-c.: -~cted on 
12 October. This has note been an easy task, since you chose to amend all 
but two of the original 18 articles. We have been forced to go back once 
again to the f"tZdamentals of the issue, and we emerge from our labours by 
no means discouraged. 

The Commission welcomes the enormous effort the Parliament has made 
to research, debate and finalise its position on the Directive. :t also 
congratulates the Parliament on the essential orientation of its pos~tion, 
in particular its acceptance of the principe of a legally binding instrument 
and its agreement on the basic structure of a Directive dealing both with a 
regular supply of information, and with ad hoc consultations as decis~ons of 
major importance to the workforce come into sight. 

The response I will give today on the Commissionrs behalf deals with 
the substance and not with the wording. 3y this I mean that I will concentrate 
on the issues raised by your vote, rather than the detailed texts, anQ in the 
order in which I think it is convenient to cons~der the Directive - i.e. 
information aspects first, then consultation, and then the other points such 
as direct elect~ons. 

The Comm~ssion will turn its attention next to the drafting of the 
revi::::ed text itself, ass~sted I hope by your resolution as well as your 
amendments. Our amended text will then be submitted, with the usual explana
tory memorandum, to both Council and Parliament in the first ~~arter of 1983. 

Article 5 is intended to set out the basis of the regular transfer of 
information from the ma~n or dominant business to its subsidiaries and thence 
to the workers' representatives. It is this article which should contribute 
most, through the establishment of a regular and beneficial information 
routine, to an improvement in relations between employers and the workforce 
in large-scale companies within the Community. The scope of the information 
to be provided; its frequency, the conditions of confidentiality to be imposed 
or observed, and the means of redress when the system breaks down are all 
highly important elements. 

On the ~ of the information the Commission agrees with the main 
body of the suggestions made by the Parliament. Thus certain types of 
information are better suited to Article 6, such as rationalisation plans 
and the introduction of new working methods. And the Commission accepts 
that the catch-all clause at 5 (2 )(h) ("all procedures and plans liable 
to have a substantial effect on employees interests'~ might have proved too 
general to be effective. On the other hand, the Parliamentary debate on 
this question exposed very usefully the difference between general 
information relating to the group as a whole, and soecific information on 
prospects 
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'~hich might have serious consequences on employees interests 
in a spec1.f'ic product ion or geograpil.ic unit" • 

(I qu..ote here :fro.m numerous amendments, tabled by Mrs .Maij-Weggen, Mr Eisma, 
Mr Spencer, Y..rr:.e Pruvot and. Mr Calvez, MM Frischmazm and. Damette - in other 
words from a. very w:~.d.e range of the political gpectrum.) The Commission is 
persuaded that "this :LS a useful distinction, particularly in relation to the 
very large mul t ina;t io:na.l which mSir also be a cong lomera.t e, with a wide range 
of activities :Ln markets which are unrelated either economically or 
geographically. 
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Indeea the insertion of the phrase "intelligible general im"orm.:ation 
Article 5(1) by the Parliament seems to presuppose a complement in the ;0~~ 
of "intelligible specific information", and the Commission will turn it:; 

attention to the need to complete the phrase when it looks in detail at a 
revised text. 

On the other hand, the Parliament's proposal in 5(2)(i) to limit 
information to that required under the 7th Directive is unfort~nate for a 
variety of reasons: the financial nature of information in the consoLidated 
account is not parallel or relevant to social and employment information; 
it is historic rather than "prospective"; and it would already oe pubL·;cLy 
available under the terms of the Directive. The reference to 7th Directive 
would thus remove virtually all meaning from the text on information; I am 
sure in the circumstances the Parliament will understand the Commission's 
reluctance to accept it. 

On frequency, the Parliament's suggestion that the passage of 
information should be annual rather than six-monthly has caused the 
Commission some difficulty. We are conscious, for instance, that the 
Directive on Periodic Information to shareholders calls for six-monthly 
reports, and the information would pass to the worKers' representatives 
quarterly under the 5th Directive. More generally, frequency is an essential 
element in an information system of any type, and we must take great care to 
ensure that the directive is not weakened on this score. However, after due 
deliberation, we feel that the way ahead is the one the Parliament nas pointed, 
that is, information passing twelve-monthly, but with the added proviso that 
it must be brought up to date when relevant 
information is passed to other bodies or 1nterests under the terms of other 
directives or legislation. 

I say "relevant" here advisedly, since the most difficult of all the 
issues we have to consider is what is relevant information, and what should be 
confidential or secret. The Commission accepts the Parliament's main point 
on secrecy: that there must be a category of information in the working of 
major corporations which is too sensitive to be placed on the transmission 
belt established by Article 5. The Commission accepts, in other words, that 
the obligations which it imposed on workers' representatives on the handling 
of such information in its original Article 15, will not be sufficient in 
themselves to deal with the issue. 

I must also say that the Commission has some difficulty with the text 
which emerged from the voting procedure on 12 October. There is a practical 
problem, that it is difficult to see why any procedure relating to business 
secrets and company secrets is required in an amended Article 15 when 
Article 5(1) would prevent their entry into the system: but, more fundamentally, 
there are surely problems of definition and procedure before we can say that 
the issue has been settled. 

On definition, the problem is that the Parliament's text does not give 
any criterion for judging whether or not a certain piece of information is 
either a business or company secret, or indeed an "industrial or trade secret" 
<Article 5(3)). This difficulty is, of course, that the Directive could be 
fatally weakened if the decision was left entirely to management with no means 
of establishing a consensus on what the phrases mean. 
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~or tnis r0ason, the Commission proposes that the revised Directive should 
spec1fically permit mnagement to omit from its coverage, in terms of both 
Articles 5 and 6. 

"any information whose disclosure would substantially harm the 
company's proposects or substantially damage its interests". 

This ~auld best be done in Article 15 with cross references to Articles 5 
and 6. It gives a working definition which is absent from the Parl iamen-: 's 
proposal, and incidentally is very similar to the provision in the Direct1ve on 
periodic information to be published by quoted companies, which was itseLf 
inser~ed by the Parliament. It is important that we should repeat here the 
caveat that the non-provision of information must not be likely to mislead the 
workforce with regard to facts and circumstances essential for assessing the 
company's situation. 

SecondLy on procedure, the Commission remains of the view it took when 
it drafted the original Article 15: managment cannot be the sole judge of the 
confidentiality of information, and the tribunal procedure which it provided 
for in Article 15(2) shouLd be retained. The tributnal would review, ex post facto, 
disputed cases and establish over time a body of case law which would do more 
than either of our two institutions can do at this stage to establish exactly 
where the dividing Line between disclosure and confidentiality should rest. 

On 11eans of redress, an important element of this in the original proposal 
was the "by-pass" provision (Article 5.4) which allowed workers• representatives 
to turn to the management of the dominant undertaking for information which the 
subsidiary was "unable to communicate". The Parliament has proposed a weaker 
but clearer version which provides access to the management of the dominant 
undertaking for workers' representatives, but only in writing and after a period 
of 30 days; but it has added the right for workers' representatives to apply for 
a court ruling if management does not fulfil its obligations. 

The Commission accepts the Parliament's judgement on this point. 

Turning to the consultation provisions of the Directive, Article 6 
deals with specific events in the life of an undertaking when a decision is in 
prospect which will have a substantial effect on the interests of the workforce 
in either the whole or part of it. During the discussions with the Parliament 
issues have arisen on the scope of the obligation to consult, the nature of 
the proposed decions which will require a consultation, the system of redress, 
and. most importantly, the stage at which consultation takes place. On most of 
these points the discussion has been productive, and the Commission can be guided 
by the Parliament's vote. 

Thus on the scooe of the consultation, it is clear that the Directive 
should only deal with decisions affecting the workforce in the Community 
(Parliament's proposal); it is also right to limit the obligation to provide 
information and consultation to each subsidiary concerned instead of to all 
subsidiari{es as proposed originally. The Court procedures introduced by the 
Parliament to Article 6(4), with the power to comp~l compliance forthwith, 
should adequately protect the interests of workers who deem themselves to be 
concerned, but who have not been consulted. 

On the types of proposed decision which would trigger consultation, the 
presentations preferred by the Parliament are logical and consistent with the 
Commission's int~ntions. As a minor point we believe that the introduction of 
new technology should be mentioned specifially as an occasion for a consultation. 
More 1mport~~t? changes in long-term cooperation agreements should also be 
reinserted :nc~ man of these are highly significant events n the life of a 
subs u ~~ no ns all to its disadvantage. Moreover, truly sensitive 
"i 1Tformat w ; L r'•nected by the new Art 1 c le ! :->. 
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However, there is a case for Looking again at tl"l:: stac:~ c:,-r '<Jh; · :.:1t~ ·; 
takes place. One 1nterpretat1on of Parliament's text is tnat ~ 'icl2 o ~ts 

consultation to aecisions wnich have alreaay been taken, hence the refe ce ·~ a 
40.day period before impLementation. However, the amenaed tex aLso ~alks ci 
propos1ng to take a aecision (Article 6.1, 2nd Line). Th~ text neeas tc· ce CLear 
ana faced with the two conflicting possibilities the Comm~s~1on has ~ad tc maKe a 
cnoice. In terms of industrial relations, 1t believes that it 1s desiraole that 
conusltation of employees snould take place oefore the final d~~ s~on 's t2xen: by 
taking into account empLoyee concerns, ana for example, their willingness to aaopt 
new practices, management's decisions will be oetter informea ana it wilL fino 
it easier to secure cooperation in execution of its decisions. However trere is 
some risk that the original text will be seen as an attempt to impose a rormaL rignt 
of co-determination with the worKforce on tne decision: tnis is not the intention, 
and the final text wnich is submitted to CounciL will need to be amenaea to maKe 
this clear. 

Finally, the Parliament's proposaL removes tne right to "by-pass'' tne 
management of the suosiOiary in cases wnere consuLtat1on nas not taKen place. 
This is clearly a major cnange, out aLso one wnich the Comm1ss1on can accept. The 
combined effects of the new formulation of Article 6(3) and 6(4) is to 1mpose an 
obligation on management wnich they wouLd ignore onLy at tne risk of having court 
proceedings opened against tnem, with the attendant uncertainty as to the outcome. 
I believe it was tne Parliament's intention to create a procedure for information 
and consultation in tnis area wnich management wouLd feel ooliged to pursue, 
without giving tne worKforce a right of veto over aecisions: tne Comm1ssion is 
in full agreement. 

I turn now to a number of related issues ; first, the selec~ion of employee 
representatives. 
The Commission agree s with the Parliamen-t that in each Member State it should be 
possible to designate workers• representatives by direct election and secret ballot. 
Indeed, the Commission prescribed this system for worker-participation in the fith 
Directive. But Community Law in this area progresses step by step, and we have to 
recall that the objective of the present Directive is limited to informing the work 
force. I~ does not attempt to modify the system of industrial relations within the 

1 Community-Ohich it will operate • ?urthermore~nlhe evidence is that the Co~~cil 
shares this view of the situation, and it would o~ with great difficulty that 
sys~ems of industrial relations which have been established over a nu=ber of years 

could be changed. Therefore the Commission feels that 
there own formula~ion, which gives complete freedom to the ~ember States, preserves 
all their options in this respect, and prevents no-one from adopting direct elections 
and the secret ballot if they wish, is in the end the best. 
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The Commis ion cces not accept, either, the exclusion from workers' 
representa:ives of ar.yone engaged in management, at whatever Level, since Large 
white-coL~ar s~:~fs exist in many multinationals, who need to be kept as fully 
informea as otne~ wo~kers. Our proposal borrows from the approved text of the 
'Acquir~d Rights' Directive, ~nich excludes 'members of administrative, governing: 
or superv1sin~1 bodies of companies who represent employees on such bodies'. This 
is a more appropr1ate provision. 

On ArticLe 4 t~e Commission has no difficulty in accepting the principle 
of a thresnold for the size of group which falls within the terms of the D:rective, 
and the threshoLd of 1000 employees seems acceptable, since this definiti~, 
excludes smaLL and medium-sized enterprises. 

On freedom of the press and charitable bodies, the amendment on Article 1 
of the Commission's proposal is inspired by the German legislation which exempts 
press undertakings, charitable bodies and the other bodies mentioned in the 
amenament from empLoyee participation in board rooms and from those employee 
participation rights granted under the German Works Councils Act which might affect 
the freeaom of the body concerned to carry out its specific purposes. 

It is however understood under the relevant provisions of the Works Councils 
Act that the basic social protection of the workers shall not be affected by that 
exception. 

It appears therefore that the drafting of the amendment is wider than it is 
necessary for granting the freedom to carry out charitable or polticial or public 
information purposes. There seems indeed no good reason why workers in pension 
funds or scientific or educational enterprises or the press should not benefit from 
those provisions of the Directive which only grant social protection to the workers. 
The Commission wilL therefore examine the draft directive point by point in order 
to find out more exactLy where conflict might arise with national legislation on 
this matter, such as that in Germany and produce accordingly a text which avoids 
such conflicts without imposing the same practices Community-wide. (The same 
exercise must be done as regards the amended draft of the 5th Directive on 
companies' structures.) 

Or. Article 8. the problem is to legislate effectively where the management 
of the dominant undertaking is located outside the Communtiy. The Parliament's 
alternative. which avoids the pitfalls of 'extra-territoriality' and provides 
that. where the dominant undertaking appoints no agent, each subsidiary is 
responsible, is preferable in practical terms to the original proposal and the 
Commission can accept it. 

In conclusion, it is the Commission's hope that a long and fruitful 
consultation with the Parliament will be brought to an end with this statement 
and the Parl~ament's subsequent vote. The Commission stresses that, although 
it must maintai a tifferent ated position on the Parliament's proposals, it 
ill be guide,:J - t. e.;~ in re:.dtion to the essentials of the Directive as an 
formation ;ec ~ve: t~~s an the scope of the Directive, frequency, the 
reshold, • tne by-pass and extra-territoriality, it will be able to 

follow the s ~f t;;"" r iament 's proposals,. in most cases ver·y closely. On 
:ope 1. rsfer ; clea;-e te>;t in relation to specific information- one which 

,;;,-;ide SlL ,,.7: ·n t '" F;o:<.·iament. We are no persuaded of the utility of the 
·eference ~~ .0 O~r t1 And on secrecy we suggest a different method for 
~emptin~ se~s ~nformation. But these preferences do not spring 

om a funda ~a~ different approach, and I hope I have given you good reasons 
r them. 
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On the more constitutional issues. direct elections ana fr2edoffi o~ .e 
press. I accept that there is some aistance oetween us. But here I m~_r ~pe~l 

to the Parliament to think very carefully about its position. In both cases 
there seems to be a danger that the experience of one national bloc is be1ng 
allowed to predominate. yet we are talking about a Directive, which is 
essentially a flexible instrument, and applicable to ten r~ember States, ·e<:.::n 
with an enormous variety of traditions and practices. I can give you tne 
Commission's firm assurance. that in ne1ther case is there any lntention to prevent 
the practices referred to in relation to this Directive- direct elections, 
or freedom from certain legislation for the press and confessional boaies. We 
need to do some detailed work to establish the position in the second case, but 
in both I hope the principle is perfectly clear. 




